Installation Notes:

Please Note
Make connections as shown in the diagram. Two wires for terminal 6 of the telephone. White / Green & White / Blue are shown. This is intentional and should be followed for best results.

Locking Note
The lock time is set by the keypad. Always fit the Transil (lock suppressor) supplied. You may connect fail open or fail locked locking without the need for additional relays.

Telephone
You may call up to 3 telephones simultaneously. Alternative telephones are AN0002, AN7320, AN7577.

Spare button
One push button is available for other functions (e.g., opening a second lock) marked Au/Au. This is a push to make momentary switch.

Keypad
The programmable keypad is built into the panel. The lock operating time is set by the timer in the keypad.

Trade Button
Connect "TRADE" button the same as "Egress Button". Add 5200 time clock in series if required.

Videx 280 N1
Please refer to the Videx installation instructions for all other information. Use local power supply eg 9300.